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Berean Christian Stores (BCS), a nationwide 
chain of retail stores which operated for 
over 70 years had a branding problem. The 
logo, tagline and mission were beginning to 
be dated, but more than that, the growth of 
internet retail was beginning to effect sales 
and profits. In 2011, the CEO gave my team 
and I the opportunity to rebrand the chain. 
Our goal was to find new ways to 1) connect 
with the customer and build loyalty, 2) give 
back to the communities in which our stores 

resided and 3) revitalize the company logo 
and branding to reflect the evolving mission. 

Here’s how we brought Berean’s mission, 
vision and values to life and delivered it to 
employees, customers and organizations 
across the country that benefited from the 
rebranding.

REBRANDING MISSION

“Thank you for your gift to Water Street Ministries. Because of your gift, 
we are able to serve 400 meals per day to men, women and children who 

live in poverty and homelessness. You are helping change one life at a time."

-Paul Pearce, Water Street Ministries 

“I did hear that people were coming because of the email blast. Thanks 
so much! We had a great business day Saturday."

-Joey Garcia, Former Manager, San Jose, CA Berean Christian Stores 



BEREAN CASE STUDY

• Dated messaging and branding that resonated with many long-time customers but didn’t reach a 
younger demographic and didn’t embrace the mission of new leadership.

• Figuring out a way that a national retail chain could give back to each store’s community and to engage a 
younger demographic.

• Berean needed more than updated marketing. Rebranding was about owning our niche: 
• Service – customer service and community service; 
• Building on our great assorment and selection of product – great books, gifts and music - and; 
• Connecting with our most vaulable asset – people.

CHALLENGE

RESULTS

• We found the mission of the company within the company’s own name. BErean CHRISTian sTOres – Be 
Christ To... We added the words – The World. We created and named a new program GIVE HOPE.

• We went on a mission to update all branding throughout the chain.
• Created and trademarked the new logo.
• Oversaw production of all design for rebrand, including advertising, video tag, email blasts, 

newspaper and catalogs. 
• Updated all marketing collateral, including all signage inside every store.
• Worked with each store and manager to create a culture of giving. 

• We challenged each store as well as our corporate headquarters with finding a local mission/partner 
with which store employees and the customers could identify.

• As the Marketing Department, we personally reached out to hundreds of potential partners, vetting 
and interviewing each one to see if they would be a good match for BCS’s new mission.

• As those ministry partners became clear, we engaged each with a contract. Their part of this 
contractual agreement was simply to receive what we and our customers donated and to coordinate 
promotional dates with store personnel.

• My team took time to tell the story, featuring each store and mission partner in each subsequent catalog 
that went out regularly to over 300,000 customers and shoppers. 

• We built sponosrship with each mission:
• Had donation boxes created where shoppers could give on behalf of each mission partner.
• Hosted GIVE HOPE IN DEED days where staff and customers could, where appropriate, work hands-on 

with the mission.
• We worked with vendors – record labels, publishers and gift makers – to bring product into the store 

that when purchased would give 10% back to ministry partners.
• Partnered at a national level with Living Water for Girls, an anti-human trafficking agency in Georgia and 

Samaritan’s Purse.
• Visit to www.narratuscreative.com/berean) to see branding and direction for this project.

SOLUTIONS

• Our nationwide chain of 18 stores raised over $40,000 in a little over one and a half years through the 
donation boxes that were at the cash wrap and extra donations for crisis needs.

• In conjunction with a new loyatly program (also built by my team – a separate case study), our customer 
loyalty increased from 40,000 to over 100,000 participating customers.

• Our marketing impressions through those years went up, while our cost went down, enabling our team 
to reach more customers and help even more mission partners.

• Though Berean was purchased in September 2013, the implementaion of GIVE HOPE in January, 2011 
was an agent of change, not only in the stores but in communites from Pennsylvania to California.


